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Summary of the Reader
Katie has a vegetable garden. Beans are her 
favourite vegetable to grow and here she shows 
us how. Katie takes a bean seed, a small glass jar 
and some tissue paper. First, she puts the tissue 
paper in the small jar, before adding some water 
and then the bean seed. The bean seed becomes a 
plant and begins to grow roots and a stem. Katie 
adds more water and soon the plant grows leaves. 
Katie takes the plant from the glass jar, adds some 
soil to a big pot and puts the plant in the pot. It 
grows flowers, then finally some beans appear on 
the plant. Katie and her family eat the beans and 
enjoy them.

Introducing the topic
Before students read the book …

• Tell them they will learn how to grow beans 
from a seed.

• Identifying vegetables: Prepare pictures 
of around 10 different vegetables and the 
same number of cards with the names of 
the vegetables on each. Students match the 
picture cards to the word cards. You could then 
discuss favourite vegetables and / or how each 
vegetable grows.

• Ask students if they have got a vegetable 
garden at home. What vegetables are in their 

 
 

Did you know … ?

  The most popular vegetables for home 
gardens are tomatoes, peppers and 
green beans. Green beans are ready to 
eat 45 to 60 days after planting.

garden? Write the names of the vegetables on 
the board and ask individual students to draw 
pictures next to them. Point to each vegetable 
and ask a student to describe it. For example, 
It’s a tomato. It’s red. 

• Fruit or vegetable? First, have a brief class 
discussion about the difference between fruits 
and vegetables, introducing any unfamiliar 
vocabulary. Then put some cards showing 
images of different fruits and vegetables on a 
table in the middle of the room. Divide the class 
into two groups. One group is fruit the other 
group is vegetable. As quickly as they can, the 
‘fruit’ group finds the cards showing the fruits, 
and the ‘vegetable’ team find the cards showing 
the vegetables. You could then discuss how 
these different fruits and vegetables grow (on 
trees or in the ground, for example).

• Do the Before You Read Activity 1 in the back of 
the Reader.

Level 1
Suitable for: young learners who have 

completed up to 50 hours 
of study in English

Type of English: British

Headwords: 200

Key words: 4 (see pages 2 and 4 of 
these Teacher’s Notes)

Subject words 8 (see pages 2 and 4 of 
these Teacher’s Notes)

Key grammar: present simple, has got, 
some, adjectives
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Key words 
(see page 4 of these Teacher’s Notes for the Key 
words in context)

grow (v) pot (n)

plant (n) vegetable (n)

Subject words 
(see page 4 of these Teacher’s Notes for the 
Subject words in context)

bean seed (n) soil (n)

jar (n) stem (n)

leaves (n) sunlight (n)

roots (n) tissue paper (n) 

Curriculum links
Science
Growing a bean or other vegetable: As a 
classroom project, students could grow their own 
vegetables in class. They can follow the steps that 
Katie takes as she grows her bean. 

Health
Have a class discussion about healthy food. 
Explain to students about the food pyramid, i.e. 
the healthiest foods form the base of the pyramid 
and are eaten in greater quantities than foods 
higher up the pyramid. Students can make their 
own food pyramid posters with pictures they can 
draw or get from the internet. Put the posters up 
on the classroom walls.

Literacy
Using the book as an example, help students to 
write their own simple instructions for a simple 
activity, such as brushing teeth or getting dressed. 
This is a good way to teach new vocabulary and to 
practise the verb to put along with prepositions. 
For example: Put the toothpaste on the toothbrush, 
put your arms in the sleeves. 

Art
Colour Snap: Prepare a simple outline of a flower 
or vegetable for students to colour. Print out two 
for each student. Make these the size of playing 
cards and print onto card if possible. Each student 
colours two flowers / vegetables, making both the 
same colour, but each student should choose a 
different colour. All the students put their flowers /  
vegetables together before mixing and then 

playing snap, finding two flowers / vegetables of 
the same colour.

Maths
Counting: Students can use the pictures of the 
bean plants on pages 12 and 13 of the Reader to 
practise counting in English. Ask them to count the 
number of flowers, the number of beans, and the 
number of leaves in each pot.

Notes on the photocopiable activities
Page 5: While-Reading activities, Activity 1 
Students imagine and then draw and colour their 
gardens. Make a list of vegetables on the board to 
give them some ideas, e.g. tomatoes, peppers, 
carrots, beans, pumpkins.

Pages 9–11: After-Reading activities, Activity 1 
Students colour the flowers according to the 
numbered guide. Activity 2 Students draw their 
favourite fruit or vegetable. Activity 3 Cut around 
each line and hand the lines out, mixed, to 
students. They can work in pairs to put the lines in 
the right order. 
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Class Activities (After Reading)

Here are some activities to do with your class 
after reading Katie Grows a Bean Plant.

1. Shopping
• Students bring in pictures of fruit and vegetables 

from magazines or the internet. They create 
a ‘Greengrocer’ poster. Help them to draw the 
outline of the shop exterior. Students paste their 
pictures of the produce on the poster. Then they 
add prices to all of the fruit and vegetables. 

• Practise short dialogues using a / an and some: 
Students can go shopping.  
Customer: Hello. Can I have an apple / some 
apples, please? 
Shopkeeper: Yes, here you are. 
Customer: Thank you.

2. Food quiz
• Revise fruit and vegetables. Then divide the 

class into two groups. Quiz them about fruit and 
vegetables. The first team to answer correctly 
wins a point. 

1 a yellow fruit
2 a green vegetable
3 a red fruit
4 a white vegetable
5 an orange fruit
6 a red vegetable
7 a green fruit
8 an orange vegetable

Answers – any of the following
1 banana, lemon
2 beans, spinach, lettuce, green pepper
3 apple, strawberry, raspberry
4 potato, cauliflower
5 orange, peach, apricot
6 tomato, red pepper
7 kiwi, apple
8 pumpkin, carrot

3. Seasonal vegetables
• Ask students to find out which vegetables are 

eaten in summer and which in winter. Pool the 
information they gather on the board. Students 
use the information to create posters. 

• On a large sheet of paper, they write Summer 
vegetables and Winter vegetables. Then they 
draw or stick pictures of the vegetables in the 
relevant section.
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Key words

grow .................. It grows flowers! (p. 13)

plant .................. Katie gives the plant some water. (p. 12)

pot ..................... She puts the bean plant in the pot. (p. 11)

vegetable ......... They are her favourite vegetables. (p. 2)

Subject words

bean seed ......... Katie puts the bean seed in the jar. (p. 6)

jar ...................... She gets a small jar. (p. 3)

leaves ................ It has got leaves. (p. 9)

roots .................. It has got some roots and a stem. (p. 8)

soil ..................... Katie puts some soil in a big pot. (p. 10)

stem .................. It has got some roots and a stem. (p. 8)

sunlight ............. She gives the seed some water and sunlight. (p. 7)

tissue paper ..... She puts some water and tissue paper in the jar. (p. 5) 
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While-Reading activities

Activity 1 (page 1)
Draw and colour.

This is my vegetable garden.
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Activity 2 (pages 1–2)
Write the words. Match with the pictures.

likes   is   grows

1 Katie  vegetables in her garden.

2 Katie  beans.

3 This  Katie

a b c
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Activity 3 (pages 3–9)
Read. Look at the pictures. Write the words.

Katie grows a bean plant.

She gets a small  1 .

Katie gets some  2  and a  3 .

She puts some  4  and tissue paper in the jar.

Katie puts the bean seed in the jar.

She gives the seed some water and  5 .  

It grows!

It has got some  6  and a  7 .

It has got  8 . Now it is a bean plant.
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Activity 4 (pages 10–14)
Look at the pictures. Circle the words.

 
1  Katie puts some soil  2 She puts the bean plant / 

in a big jar / pot.  bean seed in the pot.

 
3  Katie gives the plant 4 It grows stems / flowers! 

some water / sunlight.  

  5  Now there are beans / 

roots on the plant.
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After-Reading activities 

Activity 1
Colour the flowers: 1 = yellow, 2 = blue, 3 = red.  
Colour the leaves green.

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2
2

3 3

3

3
3
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Activity 2
What is your favourite fruit or vegetable?  
Draw a picture of it.
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Activity 3
Grow a bean. Put the actions in the right order.

Put the tissue paper and water in the small jar.

Put the plant in the big pot with the soil.

The plant grows flowers.

Give the plant some water.

The bean seed grows roots and a stem.

The bean seed grows leaves.

The beans are here!

Put some soil in a big pot.

Activity 4
Circle a or some.

1 a / some soil

2 a / some jar

3 a / some beans

4 a / some garden

✁
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Answer Key

In the back of the Reader

Before You Read
1  a bean seed   b pot   c tissue paper   d roots 

e stem   f soil   g jar

After You Read
1 a No   b Yes   c No   d Yes

2 1 seed

2 the bean has roots and a stem

3 the plant is taller and has leaves

4 the plant is taller again and has flowers

5 the plant has beans

In these Teacher’s Notes

While-Reading activities

Activity 2
1 grows 1 = picture a

2 likes 2 = picture c

3 is 3 = picture b

Activity 3
1 jar

2 tissue paper

3 bean seed

4 water

5 sunlight

6 roots

7 stem

8 leaves

Activity 4
1 pot

2 bean plant

3 water

4 flowers

5 beans

After-Reading activities

Activity 3
The right order is as follows: 

Put the tissue paper and water in the small jar.

The bean seed grows roots and a stem.

The bean seed grows leaves.

Put some soil in a big pot.

Put the plant in the big pot with the soil.

Give the plant some water.

The plant grows flowers.

The beans are here!

Activity 4
1 some

2 a

3 some

4 a


